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A gripping thriller full of twists you won't see coming... The next thrilling serial killer read from the author ofA gripping thriller full of twists you won't see coming... The next thrilling serial killer read from the author of

MISSING. Perfect for the fans of Angela Marsons and Jeffrey Deaver.MISSING. Perfect for the fans of Angela Marsons and Jeffrey Deaver.

Seven years ago, psychiatrist Dr ClapsDr Claps assisted police in capturing Giacomo RiondinoGiacomo Riondino, a man accused of abducting,

torturing and murdering two women. On arrest, tests had revealed that RiondinoRiondino suffered from a rare and

disturbing psychiatric condition and was sectioned.

Six years later, RiondinoRiondino is on the run after escaping from a rehabilitation centre, leaving a trail of bloody murders in

his wake.

It is now a case for expert profiler Dr ClapsDr Claps and Commissioner SensiCommissioner Sensi to work together to track RiondinoRiondino down before

he kills again. Time is running out and the killer may be much closer than he seems...

What readers are saying about MISSINGWhat readers are saying about MISSING:

'A brilliant gripping book I couldn't put down. It's going to be frustrating to wait for the next one!It's going to be frustrating to wait for the next one!'

'Full of twists and turns, red herrings and an ending I never guessedFull of twists and turns, red herrings and an ending I never guessed'

'Kept me reading to the small hours, very enjoyablevery enjoyable'

'I am not sure I am sufficiently experienced at reviewing to actually do this book justice, it was brilliantit was brilliant'
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